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After his last mission (see QUILLER) and feeling betrayed by the London Bureau, Quiller accepts what
seems a freelance assignment involving the drug trade and armed rebellion in Southeast Asia. In Singapore
Quiller is nearly killed by assassins of a ruthless female leader named Shoda, and his mission will involve
using voodoo-style fear to keep Shoda from igniting a bloodbath in the region.

on QUILLER'S RUN:
"Adam Hall writes the most exciting, original and authentic
espionage novels to be found on bookshelves today."
- The Banner

Praise for the QUILLER Series:

"For fans and students of the genre, it's a must … pure adrenaline!"
- The Chicago Times

"Hall has created a new form: the spy thriller that is all action and yet cerebral, a writing feat few can match
… Hall delivers!"
- The Boston Globe

"Riveting and taut … you won't be disappointed!"
- The Denver Post

"Quiller is one of suspense literature's great secret agents!"
- The Houston Chronicle

"Thrilling."
- The Los Angeles Times

"They don't get any tougher or more intelligent than the Quiller tales."
- The Rocky Mountain News

"Quiller is by now a primary reflex."
- Kirkus Reviews

"Tense, intelligent, harsh, surprising..."
- The New York Times

(Quiller is) "the greatest survival expert among contemporary secret agents."
- The New York Times

"Stunningly well done, tense, elliptical, without a misplaced word."
- The New York Republic



"Espionage at its best!"
- The London Times

"Breathless entertainment!"
- The Associated Press

"White-hot intensity."
- The Washington Post

Praise for ADAM HALL:

"When it comes to espionage fiction, Adam Hall has no peer."
- Eric Van Lustbader, author of ROBERT LUDLUM'S THE BOURNE DOMINION

"Tension in a novel is difficult to maintain at a pitch that actually creates a physical impact on the reader. A
few of the best writers can do it, and among them is Adam Hall."
- London Times Literary Supplement

"Nobody writes espionage better than Adam Hall!"
- The New York Times

"[Adam Hall] is the unchallenged king of the spy story."
- Buffalo News

"Adam Hall is an exemplary writer and one of the few in this genre to do his job with a poet's skill and fierce
pride in the language."
- The Hong Kong Times

author bio:
Elleston Trevor’s novels, plays, and short stories range from light, witty mysteries to dramas, usually about
ordinary individuals experiencing extraordinary situations. To cover a wide diversity of subject matter
Elleston wrote under various pseudonyms: Adam Hall, Trevor Burgess, Roger Fitzalan, Simon Rattray,
Mansell Black, Caesar Smith, Howard North, Warwick Scott, and even a woman’s name, Lesley Stone.
Elleston is best known for his classic, The Flight of the Phoenix, and for his nineteen novels about a spy
named Quiller. In 1966, The Quiller Memorandum won the Edgar award for the best mystery of the year.
The Flight of the Phoenix and Quiller Memorandum both became major motion pictures. The author was
born Trevor Dudley Smith in London on February 17, 1920. He died in Scottsdale, Arizona, on July 21,
1995.
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From reader reviews:

Gary Sandler:

The book Quiller's Run can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. Why then
must we leave the good thing like a book Quiller's Run? Wide variety you have a different opinion about
book. But one aim this book can give many info for us. It is absolutely proper. Right now, try to closer
together with your book. Knowledge or data that you take for that, you could give for each other; you are
able to share all of these. Book Quiller's Run has simple shape but the truth is know: it has great and massive
function for you. You can look the enormous world by open up and read a reserve. So it is very wonderful.

Matthew Dealba:

The feeling that you get from Quiller's Run will be the more deep you excavating the information that hide in
the words the more you get interested in reading it. It doesn't mean that this book is hard to comprehend but
Quiller's Run giving you excitement feeling of reading. The author conveys their point in certain way that
can be understood by anyone who read this because the author of this book is well-known enough. This kind
of book also makes your personal vocabulary increase well. Therefore it is easy to understand then can go
with you, both in printed or e-book style are available. We highly recommend you for having this Quiller's
Run instantly.

Charles Wagoner:

People live in this new day time of lifestyle always try and and must have the extra time or they will get
large amount of stress from both lifestyle and work. So , if we ask do people have time, we will say
absolutely yes. People is human not just a robot. Then we consult again, what kind of activity do you have
when the spare time coming to you actually of course your answer will unlimited right. Then do you try this
one, reading guides. It can be your alternative with spending your spare time, the actual book you have read
is Quiller's Run.

Palmer Schwartz:

In this time globalization it is important to someone to obtain information. The information will make a
professional understand the condition of the world. The condition of the world makes the information
simpler to share. You can find a lot of recommendations to get information example: internet, newspaper,
book, and soon. You will observe that now, a lot of publisher that print many kinds of book. The actual book
that recommended to you personally is Quiller's Run this e-book consist a lot of the information on the
condition of this world now. That book was represented how does the world has grown up. The dialect styles
that writer use to explain it is easy to understand. The writer made some exploration when he makes this
book. Here is why this book acceptable all of you.
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